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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to generalise the theory of Griibner fans. We introduce fans 
and covers defined by subsets of the reduced Griibner bases. Of particular interest is the case 
of minimal fans and covers, i.e., fans which are defined in terms of minimal generating sets 
contained in a reduced Griibner basis. 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to generalise the theory of GrCbner fans as initiated 
independently by Mora and Robbiano in [6] and by Schwartz in [lo]. We introduce 
fans and covers defined by subsets of the reduced Griibner bases. Of particular interest 
is the case of minimal fans and covers, i.e., fans which are defined in terms of minimal 
generating sets contained in a reduced Grijbner basis. 
The motivation is the following. If I is a homogeneous ideal then every reduced 
Griibner basis R of I contains a minimal generating set M. In general, R and M do 
not coincide. But if we choose a big enough d E N then any reduced GrGbner basis 
of Z>d = eiadZi is a minimal generating set. The lack of a minimal generating set of 
Z in a Griibner basis to be the Grabner basis itself reflects combinatorial aspects of 
the structure of 1. The corresponding fans and covers and their relations express these 
aspects in a global, geometric and order free way. Beside a pure theoretical interest, we 
hope that a better understanding of these phenomena will lead to a better understanding 
of the behavior of Buchberger’s algorithm. 
The contents of the paper are as follows. In Section 2, we briefly summarise the 
construction of the GrGbner fan of an arbitrary ideal. In Section 3, we introduce cones 
and covers with respect to subsets of reduced GrCbner bases. In Section 4, we state 
the main local result (Theorem 4.1): select an admissible term order and a subset G of 
the reduced Grijbner basis with respect to the selected order. If G generates I, we give 
a condition that the cone of G is the union of all Griibner cones the corresponding 
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Grobner bases of which contain this subset. In Section 5, we settle questions about 
uniqueness of minimal generating sets in reduced Grijbner bases. Then we study to 
what extend the set of initial terms of such a minimal generating set determines the set 
itself. Section 6 is devoted to our main global results. Among other things, we show 
that the minimal cover of a homogeneous ideal generated in degree d is a strongly 
polytopal fan which is coarser than the Griibner fan. Section 7 illustrates the theory 
with an example. 
Notation. If M is a set, then [MI denotes its cardinality and P(M) its power set, 
N denotes the integers (0, 1,2,. . .} and N* := N - (0). Let k be a field and S := 
k[q,, . . . ,x/l. If I c S is a homogeneous ideal, then we denote the vector space of the 
homogeneous polynomials of degree d in Z by 1, and I>d denotes eiadlj. 
The set of terms {x:. . .x;’ 1 ni E N, i = 0,. , e} is denoted by T’+’ (or simply by 
T), the set of terms of degree d by T:” (or simply by Td), and the set of admissible 
term orders by TO/+1 or TO (see, for example, [9,12]). By ‘log’ we denote the 
usual monoid homomorphism between kT’+’ and N’+’ mapping cxz . . . . . x7 to 
(no,. . ., II/). If f E S then supp( f) denotes the set of terms occurring with non-zero 
constant coefficient in the distributive normal form of f; for + E TOt+l, in+ f denotes 
the greatest term in supp( f) with respect to 4 and c( f, t) denotes the coefficient of 
the term t in f. For a set of polynomials G, in+G is the set {kz,f 1 f E G}, and the 
ideal generated by G is denoted (G). 
R,(Z) denotes the reduced Grobner basis of I with respect to 4 E TO. If I is a 
homogeneous ideal we put 
d(Z) := max{deggi 1 gi element of a minimal generating system of I}, 
d+(l) := max{deg gi 1 gi E R+(Z)} = d(in+(Z)) and 
d,,,(l) := max+To d+(l). 
The non-negative real vectors ((x0,. . . ,x0 E lR’+’ I xi > 0, i = 0,. . . , t} are denoted 
Cwyi, and for any set V c R’+’ of vectors, V” is the polar cone {w E [w/+’ 1 
W.U>OtiVEV} of v. 
2. Griibner fans 
We briefly summarise the construction of the Griibner fan of an arbitrary ideal 
I c k[xo, . . . , xr] after Mora and Robbiano (cf. [6]). 
For any admissible term order + E TO, one defines the deference vectors of the 
polynomial f E k[xo, . . . , x/l with respect to + as 
d4(f):={log(in,f)-log(t)~tEsupp(f)}cZ’+’. 
Varying 4 over all admissible term orders, with each 4 E TO first one associates 
the set a,(Z) of difference vectors of R,(Z) with respect to 4: 
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and then one constructs the restricted polar cone C< of a,(Z): 
C,(Z) := a+(z)* n KY/=‘. (2) 
The set 
F(Z) := {C,(Z)1 + E TO} 
is a finite set of rational, polyhedral cones for which the following holds: 
Theorem 2.1 (Properties of the Griibner fan). (1) dim(C,(Z)) = e+ 1 for ull 4 E TO; 
(2) U+ro C+(Z) = $+‘; 
(3) ifC,(Z) # C,/(Z), then C+(Z)n C,!(Z) is aproperfizce ofC+(Z) and of’C+l(Z); 
(4) C,(Z) = C+(Z) ifand onZy ifR+(Z) = R+/(Z) and in+g = in+jgjor aN g ER,(Z). 
For a proof of (l), (2), (4) (cf. [6]) Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 2.7; see also [lo]. 
For a proof of (3) (cf. [3]) or [ll]). For each +, C,(Z) is called the Griibner cone of 
Z with respect to 4 and F(Z) is called here the Griibner fan of I, in slight divergence 
from Mora and Robbiano, who call it the restricted Griibner fan. 
Remark 2.2. Properties (1) to (3) state that the Griibner cones of I together with 
their faces form a fan in the sense of the theory of toric varieties (cf. [7]), denoted by 
S(Z), and that this fan decomposes iw, . ‘+I Property (4) establishes a bijective corre- 
spondence between the Grobner cones of I and its oriented (see following definition) 
reduced Grobner bases. Varying 4 within each cone C,(Z), i.e., L(4) lies in C,(Z) 
(cf. [6]), the reduced Grobner basis R,(Z) and its orientation induced by + remains 
constant. In general, the same set of polynomials may occur as the reduced Grobner 
basis corresponding to several cones; but for each cone there is a unique orientation 
of the basis. 
This observation motivates the following definition. 
Definition 2.3. A polynomial is oriented when one of its monomials is designated 
(explicitly or implicitly) as its initial monomial. A basis is oriented when all of its 
members are. The set of oriented reduced Grobner bases of I is called the Grci’bner 
system of Z and is denoted 9(I). 
Remark 2.4. For homogeneous ideals in k[xs, . . . ,x/l the elements of any set a+(Z) are 
orthogonal to the vector ( 1,. . . , 1) E [W’+‘. This implies that we can extend the restricted 
Griibner cones along the vector (- 1,. . . , - 1) E KY’+’ and obtain a complete fan in an 
obvious way. If we speak about homogeneous ideals we always mean these completed 
fans and denote them by F(Z), 9(Z), respectively. 
The following theorem is proved in [ 111. For further comments see also [ 1,5]. 
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Theorem 2.5. Ij’ I c k[xo,. . ,xt] is a homogeneous ideal then there is a polytope P 
in IQ!‘+’ such thut the Griibnu fun S(I) is the normal j&n of P, i.e., 9(I) is strongly 
polytopal. 
Definition 2.6. Let .9(Z’ ) := {C”, . . , C’,, } and .Y(Zz) := {Cz’, . . . , C2sl} be two com- 
plete fans. We say that 9(Z’) is a refinement of 5(Z2) denoted by a(Z’ )aP(Z2) if 
for all iE {l,..., SI} there is a j E { 1,. ,s2} such that C’i C C2.j. 
3. Covers and subsets of reduced Griibner bases 
Let Z be an arbitrary ideal I of k[xo,. . ,x/l. Take any map 
4 : M(Z) ---f P(U,R,(Z)), 
(3) 
R<(I) I-+ 4(&(Z)) cuz). 
We always assume that &R,(Z)) is oriented by the natural orientation of R,(Z). We 
define 
D$ denotes the cone spanned by 2: in [w”’ and C$ denotes the polar cone of a$. 
The following was proved by Mora and Robbiano (cf. [6, Theorem 2.71) in the case 
that $(R,(Z)) = R,(Z) for all + E TO. 
Proposition 3.1. Let I be un arbitrary ideul of k[xo, . . ,x/l and c$ u mup (3). Then 
the jiAlowing holds 
(a) dim(C’$ n rW/=’ ) = L + 1 jbl- ull + E TO, 
(b) u(C$ n I@:“) = rW/=‘. 
Proof. For any 4 we have a$ C d+. Hence C+ C C$ for all + E TO and the claim 
follows from Theorem 2.7 in [6]. 0 
Definition 3.2. The (restricted) &cover of I is defined as 
C,ih(Z):={C~nrw/,+lI +eTO}. 
Remark 3.3. If Z C k[xo,. . . , x,] is a homogeneous ideal we are always speaking, by 
abuse of language, about the extended &covers (cf. Remark 2.4) and denote it by 
C+(Z). BY %4(Z)> we denote the set of all the faces of the cones of C$(Z). All defini- 
tions and statements of this section can be carried over to the homogeneous case. 
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4. Local results 
Theorem 4.1. Let I c k[xo,. . . , x/j be an arbitrary ideal, + E TO an admissible term 
order and G, CR+(I) with the induced orientation. Further, let B be the set of 
admissible term orders z which induce on G+ the same orientation as 4 and for 
which G+ CR,(I). Then 
( 1) the polar cone of S( G, ) contains all the Griibner cones C, with z E B, 
(2) if (G,)=Z and if’ for any z E B there is a selection strategy such that the 
Buchberger algorithm on input (G+, z) does not produce any S-polynomial which 
reduces elements of G+, then 
?(G<)* = u C,. (5) 
TEB 
Proof. (1) Let r E B. Then a(G,) & a,(/). This implies C, C a(G,)*. 
(2) Applying the orientation algorithm of Mora and Robbiano (cf. [6, p. 2051) 
to G< with the given orientation, a reduced S-polynomial .f #O is computed from 
two elements of G+. Without loss of generality, we may assume that no element of 
G, can be reduced by f. The algorithm fixes an initial monomial m of f, i.e., an 
orientation, and new difference vectors d := {log(m) - log(t) ) t E supp(f)} are derived. 
When we add the new difference vectors in 8 to 8(G,) then the corresponding polar 
cone C = a(G,)* shrinks if and only if at least one of the added vectors does not 
lie in the cone D spanned by d(G,). Let In(f):= {rn~,...,mk} be the set of possible 
initial monomials off and Di the cone spanned by the union of the difference vectors 
a(i) I= {lOg(mj) - lOg(T7Zj) 1 T?Zj EZ~(f)\{f?Zi}} with the elements of @G,). The polar 
cone of Di is denoted by Ci. 
Lemma 4.2. For all i = 1,. . . , k the cone Di contains all difference vectors {log(mi ) - 
log(t), t E supp(f)). 
Proof. Let t be a term off, i.e., t E supp(f). If t fin, then log(mi) - log(t) E a(i). 
Hence, we may assume that t @m(f). This implies that there exists another term 
tl E supp(f) such that log(t) - log(tt ) E - D. We distinguish two cases 
(a) tl fin. Then VI := log(mi) - log(tt) E a( ‘) z an d VIO := log(tt) - log(t) E D. It 
follows that ~1 + 010 = log(mi) - log(t) E Di. 
(b) tl gfn(f). Then there exists a t2 such that -2~1 := log(tt) - log(tz)E -D. If 
t2 E In(f), then ~2 + 1~10 + 021 = log(mi) - log(t) ED with ~2 := lOg(mi) - lOg(t2). If 
t2 $Zn( f) then we proceed with t2 as with tl , and so on. We have to show that the 
process terminates. There are only a finite number of terms in supp(f). Hence, it is 
enough to show that ti # tj for i # j. Assume there are i #,j with ti = tj. This implies 
that vi+ri +. . + Ujj-r = 0. But all summands lie in D which is a strongly convex cone 
(cf. [6, Theorem 2.11, a contradiction. 0 
From the construction it follows that dim Ci n Cj <l + 1 if i #j. We need the fol- 
lowing well-known lemma. 
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Lemma 4.3. Let ~1,. . , v, E R’+’ be the extremal points of’ a polytope and a(i):= 
{t’i-UJjfi}, i=l,..., r. Th en, the union oj’ the polar cones Ci oj’a(i) equals IX’+’ 
and ttvo diflerent polar cones intersect only in boundary points. 
Hence, starting the orientation algorithm with the set G+ and a r E B we obtain the 
following decomposition of the cone C: 
Lemma 4.4. c = c] u . ’ . u ck. 
Proof. First observe that for two finite sets of vectors El, E2 c R’+’ we have (El U El)* 
=EFnE,*. Since a(G+)&Di we have CicC for i=l,...,k. By [lo, p. 1811 we can 
look on the elements of In(f) as the vertices of a polytope and with Lemma 4.3, we 
obtain a( 1 )* U . . . U d(k)* = I?+‘. From Lemma 4.2 it follows that (a(G, ) U {log mj - 
logt~tE~upp(f)})*=C~=(d(G~)*nd(i)*)=Cna(i)*.Hence,C=Cn[W/+’=(Cn 
a(i)*)u...u(Cnd(k)*)=C, u-UC& 0 
The above reasoning shows that the difference vectors of the S-polynomial f generate 
only inner facets of the cones Cl,. . . ,ck, i.e., facets which are not part of facets 
of c. 
To finish the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have to study the case where we apply the 
orientation algorithm to a set F which contains G+ and some reduced S-polynomials 
f,, . . , f,.. We may assume that there is a decomposition 
c=C, u...ui;, (6) 
induced by the set F. Applying the orientation algorithm, we obtain an new S-poly- 
nomial f. If f does not reduce any element of F, we can apply the above reasoning 
and obtain, by the Lemmata 4.2-4.4, a decomposition of C which is finer than the 
decomposition (6). 
The problem is that a new S-polynomial f can reduce further the polynomials in F. 
Again, we may assume that f can only reduce S-polynomials computed earlier. But, 
since the difference vectors of S-polynomials generate only inner facets of the cones 
which subdivide the cone C, these reductions cannot change the facets of the cone C. 
Hence, after a further subdivision of the cones C I,. . . , c, induced by f an amalgama- 
tion of some of the new cones can occur. 
Eventually, the algorithm stops and the obtained cones subdivide the cone C. The 
condition (G,) = I guarantees that the obtained cones are Grobner cones of 1. Since, 
by hypothesis, no S-polynomial is able to reduce an element of G,, it follows that 
C, C C implies r E B. 0 
Remark 4.5. In general, the polar cone of d(G, ) contains more Griibner cones than 
only those the reduced Griibner bases of which contain G+. 
The following corollaries are simple consequences of the above theorem. 
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Corollary 4.6. Let Z c k[xo, . . . ,x/l be an arbitrary ideal and let 4 be a map (3) such 
that ($(R+(Z))) = Z f or every + E TO. Then C;(Z) is a cover which is compatible 
with F+(Z), i.e., for all + E TO the cone C$ is a union of Griibner cones. 
Corollary 4.7. Let Z c k[xo, . . . ,x/l be u homogeneous ideal, < E TO un admissible 
term order and G+ s R,(Z) with the induced orient&ion. If (G,) =Z and every ele- 
ment of G+ bus a degree which is smaller than any degree of an S-polynomial build 
from elements of G+ then the polur cone of a(G+) con&tins exuctly the Griibner 
cones the reduced Griibner bases of which contain G+. 
5. Minimal generating sets of homogeneous ideals 
In the following, all ideals I ck[xa,. . ., X,J] are homogeneous with respect to the 
usual grading degx; = 1. Our objective is the mapping 
&in: g(Z) + Z’( U +R+(Z)), 
R+(Z) H &in(R4(Z)) CR<(Z), 
(7) 
which associates to any reduced Griibner basis R,(Z) the elements which are members 
of any minimal system of generators of I in R,(Z). 
Let F = {fi, . . . , fr} be a generating set of the homogeneous ideal I. We always 
assume that deg .fi d . . <deg f,.. The tuple (deg fi,. . . , deg f,.) is called the degree 
vector of F. The degree vectors of all minimal generating sets of a fixed homogeneous 
ideal coincide (cf. [S, p. 371). 
It is well known that any Grijbner basis of an ideal is a generating set (cf. 
[2, p. 761). Hence, any reduced Grobner basis at least contains a minimal generat- 
ing set. It is natural to ask whether this minimal generating set is unique. The ideal of 
the following example possesses a reduced Griibner basis which contains two different 
minimal generating sets. 
Example 5.1. Let Zi c k[x, y,z] be the ideal generated by fi =x2 - z2, f2 =xy - y2, 
f3 = yz2. There are four different reduced Grobner bases: Gi = {x2 - z2, y* - xy, yz’}, 
G2 = {z2 -x2, y3,xy- y’}, G3 = {z’ -x2, y2 -xy,x2y}, Gz, = {x2 -z2,xy- y2, y3, yz’}, 
where the first monomial of a polynomial in Gi is the initial term. The sets Gi, G2, G3 
are minimal generating sets of Zi. The set G4 is the reduced Griibner basis with re- 
spect to the lexicographic order with x + y + z. The set G4 is not a minimal gen- 
erating system since its cardinality is too big. We put f4 := y3. Since f3 = -yfi + 
(x + y).f2 - ,f4 it follows that Ii = (F2) with F2 := {fi, f2, fd} and F2 is a second 
minimal system of Zr in G4. Hence, the map &in is given by 4min(R<(ZI )) = R*(Zl ) for 
all 4 E TO. 
Further, reduced Griibner bases possess the following, interesting property: If 
g,r E TO and in&R,(Z)) = in,(R,(Z)), then R,(Z) = R,(Z), i.e., the initial terms of a 
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reduced Griibner basis determine the whole reduced Grobner basis with orientation. It 
is natural to ask whether &in satisfies this property, i.e., whether in,($min(R,(Z))) = 
&(&in(R,(Z))) implies that &i”(&(Z)) = +,i”(R,(Z)). 
The next example shows that this is not true in general. 
Example 5.2. Let 12 c k[x, y,z] be an ideal generated by fi =x2y4z2 - x3y4z, f2 = 
x y4z3 - x424, f3 = y2z’ - x5z4. There are term orders 4, z E TO such that in+( fi ) = 
i&( f, ) = x*y4z2, in+(f*)=in,(f2)=xy4z3, in+( f3)=in,(,f3)=y2z7 but for the S- 
polynomial g =x3y4z2 -x5z4 of fi, f2 we have in+(g) =x3y4z2 and in,(g) =x5z4. This 
implies that $mln(ZMZ~)) = {fi, f2, f3) # $min(Rr(Z2)) = {fi, .fz, y2z7 - x4y4z} despite 
the fact that Wd4dfb(~2))) = h(&in(&(4))). 
Definition 5.3. A homogeneous ideal Z c S is called generated in degree d if there 
exists a minimal generating set the members of which all have degree d. 
Remark 5.4. If I is a homogeneous ideal generated in degree d then its degree vector 
is (d,. . ,d), hence any minimal system contains only polynomials of degree d. These 
ideals form an important class because any projective scheme can be defined by such 
an ideal (cf. [4, p. 1251). 
Theorem 5.5. Let Z be a homogeneous ideal of k[xo,. . . ,x/l generated in degree d. 
Then 
(1) every reduced Griibner basis R,(Z) of Z contains exactly one minimal generating 
system M, of I; 
(2) if C, z E TO, then in,(M,(Z)) = in,(M,(Z)) implies that M,(Z) = M,(Z). 
Proof. We prove the first statement. Take a reduced Griibner basis G of Z and start 
Buchberger’s algorithm with a minimal system of generators A4 of Z contained in G 
and an admissible term order + such that G = R,(Z). Because G is autoreduced, the 
degree of a S-polynomial S( f, g) with f, g E M is greater than d. Hence, the reduced 
S-polynomials can neither be minimal generators of Z nor change minimal generators 
by reduction. 
To prove the second statement, we fix an admissible term order + and show that if 
for all g EM+ we have in<(g) = in,(g) then M+ c R,(Z). 
We observe that M+ is autoreduced. Changing the order from -X to r, M+ stays 
autoreduced by the hypothesis. The S-polynomials of elements of M, have degree 
greater than d. Hence, if we start Buchberger’s algorithm with A4+ and r, the poly- 
nomials g E A4< cannot be changed. 0 
Remark 5.6. It is easy to see that Theorem 5.5 is valid for homogeneous ideals with 
the property that for any 4 E TO the degrees of the elements of 4min(R+(Z)) are strictly 
smaller than the degree of any S-polynomial generated by elements of $min(R<(Z)). 
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6. Minimal fans 
We denote the cover of a homogeneous ideal I with respect to the mapping 4min 
by Cmi,(Z), %&i”(1), respectively (cf. Remark 3.3), and call it the minimal cover of I. 
Theorem 6.1. Let I c k[xo,. . . ,x/l be a homogeneous ideal generated in degree d. 
Then $&in(I) is a strongly polytopal fan (cf: Theorem 2.5). 
The proof of the above theorem closely follows the proof of Theorem 2.5 (cf. [l 1, 
Theorem 2.51). 
We only give an outline and leave it to the reader to adapt the proof of [ 1 l] to our 
case. 
We introduce an equivalence relation on [w’+’ :
0 g co’ :* inm(Z)d = in,,,(Z)d, 
and denote the equivalence class of o E lQ’+’ by C[w]. 
If + E TO, then -&, is defined as follows: 
(8) 
tl -&,t2 :w w log tl < wlog t2 or (o log tl = w log t2 and tl 4 t2). (9) 
Since I is a homogeneous ideal generated in degree d, IV+,,, is well defined (cf. 
Theorem 5.5) and IV+,, =R+,,, flld. 
Then we prove that 
C]ol = {w’@,,(g) = &j(g) for all g EM,,,}. (10) 
Eq. (10) implies that every C[o] is a relatively open cone. Now, one proves that, 
for arbitrary o, U’ E [w’+’ , 
- - 
the intersection C[w] n C[w’] is a face of both C[o] and 
C[co’]. Then it follows from the following well-known lemma that %&n(l) is a fan. 
Lemma 6.2. Let P:= {Cl,. ., Cr} be u finite partition of [w/+’ with the following 
properties: 
( 1) the C; are relatively open cones in [w’+‘, 
(2) the intersection of two closures of cones Ci n c is a fuce of both c and C,. 
Then @:={C,,...,c} is a j&z. 
The proof that %&in(Z) is strongly polytopal goes along the same lines as the corre- 
sponding proof of [l 1, Theorem 2.51. As polytope we have to take State&). 
Remark 6.3. The weaker result that the intersection of two cones of Cmin(Z), I homo- 
geneous and generated in degree d, is a part of a proper face of each of them can 
be proven quickly. (The analogous result for Grobner bases was first proven by Mora 
and Robbiano). 
We denote the unique minimal generating set of R,(Z) by M+. Corollary 4.6 implies 
that Cmi”(l) is compatible with F(Z). It is enough to show that if CT and Cyin contain 
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a common Griibner cone C then CTi” = Cyn. Let G be the oriented reduced Griibner 
basis corresponding to the cone C. According to Theorem 4.7, C’$” contains exactly the 
Griibner cones, the corresponding reduced Griibner bases of which contain IV+. Hence, 
M+ c G. On the other hand, M, & G since C C: CF. Hence, M+ = IV, by Theorem 5.5 
and it follows that CTi” = CFi”. 
Notation 6.4. C,$,(I) := Cmin(I>d) and %$,(I) := +&,(Z>,). 
From Theorem 6.1 the next corollary follows immediately. 
Corollary 6.5. Let I be u homogeneous ideal. Then %?$‘(I) is a strongly polytopul 
fan. 
Remark 6.6. Mora and Robbiano attached to the Grobner system W(I) of an ideal 
I a geometric object, the Griibner fan F(I) (cf. [6]). It turned out, that F(I) (cf. 
Remark 2.2) is a fan in the sense of the theory of toric varieties. Indeed, 9(I) of 
a homogeneous ideal is strongly polytopal (cf. Theorem 2.5). These properties were 
intuitively understood in the literature to be special properties of the Grobner system. 
Our Theorem 6.1 points out that these properties are shared by systems of minimal 
generating systems contained in the reduced Griibner bases of the Grobner system. 
In general, the elements of these minimal systems have much lower degrees than the 
polynomials in the rest of the corresponding Griibner bases, 
As a result, the Grobner system is not distinguished by the strong polytopality of its 
fan but by the fineness of that fan. 
The following corollary can help to compute %$~‘(I). 
Corollary 6.7. Zj’ I is a homogeneous ideal und C Tin is a cone of C$“(I), dad(I), 
then we have 
C y = u {C,jz E TO A in+(I)d = irz7(I)d}, (11) 
where C, denotes the Griibner cone of I with respect to z E TO. 
Proof. Since C&,(I) = Cmin(I>d) and dad(I), the ideal 12d is generated in degree d. 
By Theorem 6.1 or Remark 6.3, C, c C?i” if and only if A4, =I&. The claim now 
follows from Corollary 4.7. q 
Remark 6.8. Let 1 be a homogeneous ideal. In general, neither %&(I) < $$$,‘(l) nor 
V&,(1) >‘%,$.,‘(I) (cf. Section 7, Example 7.1). 
In [5] we introduced the jump of a homogeneous ideal. We say that the ideal I has 
no jump, if for all d E N we have F(I) =F(J>d). 
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Theorem 6.9. Let I c k[xo, . . ,x/l be a homogeneous ideal with no jump. Then %,$,(I) 
<g$lt,‘(Z) for uny dad(Z). 
Proof. By Corollary 4.6, C$,(Z), d ad(Z), is compatible with the Grobner fan, i.e., 
the cones of C&,(Z) are convex unions of Griibner cones. By Corollary 6.7, we have 
C:in = U {C,lz E TO A in4(Z)d = irq(Z)d}, if C;l”’ is a cone of C:,,(Z). Since Z has 
no jump, the inequality in+(Z)d # inr(Z)d, d 3d(Z), implies the inequality 
in+(Z)d+i #in,(Z)d+l (cf. [5, Proposition 3.6 and Corollary 3.111). Hence, %$,(Z) 
<%$‘(I). 0 
7. Examples 
In this section we discuss a homogeneous ideal in three variables. Let ei be the ith 
standard vector of lR”+‘, e.g., eo = (l,O,. . . ,O). The set {U E R’+’ / u = c Aiei, i; 20, 
C ii = 1 } is the e-d’ lmensional standard simplex and is denoted by Simp’. Obviously 
Simp’ c R, . ‘+I We represent the complete fan 9(Z) of a homogeneous ideal Z by the 
intersections of the Griibner cones with the standard simplex Simp’ (cf. [lo]). 
Example 7.1. FI = {y3 -x22,x3 - xyz,xy’ - z3} c Q[x, y,z]. 
The ideal Ii := (Fl) is minimally generated in degree 3, and it is not saturated. 
With the orientation algorithm (cf. [6, p. 2051) we compute the 17 different reduced 
Griibner bases of II. From this calculation we obtain dmax(ZI ) = 6. The computation of 
,Fd(Zi ) for A = 3,4,5,6 gives the following decreasing sequence of fans: 
F(Z, ) = F3(Z,) = F4(Z,) > P5(Z, ) > 9+(Z, ), (12) 
In the following illustration we present pictures of the minimal covers of ZI. Since II 
is generated in degree 3, the minimal covers are strongly polytopal (cf. Theorem 6.1). 
The first column represents Fd(Z,) and the second %?,$,(Zl). In the first row we have 
d =3, in the second d =4 and in the last d = 6. The two minimal fans %?,$,(Zi) 
and ‘??,$,(Zi) give an example for the statement in remark 6.8. The reader should 
be aware that although g3(Zi ) = 9’(Zi ), the minimal covers w,$,(Zi ) and %&(Zi ) are 
not equal. 
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